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Directors Notes

Ed & Linda Feldt

Welcome to our winter season for dinner
rides. We meet at the MCL every 1st and 3rd
Wednesday till April. This month we will not
have a ride the Wednesday before Thanksgiving so please enjoy your family for the
holiday. Our Christmas party will be December 2nd at 6 pm at the Brady Lane Church
of Christ. This is always a great time with
great food and friends. We are also looking
for your couple of the year selections for the
year. Bring them to the dinner rides or the
party so we can make our selection for 2017.

Next, we will be looking for a few good men or women to take over some officer positions for the coming year. The positions are Chapter Director, Treasurer, Assistant Director, Ride Coordinator, and Newsletter Editor. No one will
be left alone with these positions as all former officers are always willing to
help any way we can. Weekend rides will be moved to Saturday mornings.
We will meet at 9 am for breakfast then leave on the ride. All sites to be determined by the volunteer leader for the ride. We hope this will bring our attendance up for these rides.
Gary Umphenour has been taking visitors and Karen is happy to see all who
wish to visit. Kuchera’s have moved to Florida and will be there full time
now only returning to visit or sell their home.
The new year brings changes to GWRRA. The changes are for us to increase
communication between all chapters and members. All officers are now to
communicate chapter activities to the chapter members and to the district director for spreading around to the district. We all know how Ray can spread
it around so this is in good hands. We will hear more from other chapters and
they want to hear more from us. There is also a push to adding more riding
to our regular schedule. So shorter meetings and then a ride, if weather permits. We will operate as we always have, but we will work in all the things as
they fit our plans. See all of you at the party.
Ed & Linda Feldt

Rider Educator

Hello my Friends, This will be the last Chapter Educator presentation as GWRRA is closing the position Jan. 1st. The new position
will be Ride Coordinator. It will be a communication position for the chapter rides and for
district rides and riding events. It should be
exciting even though it will be totally brand
new. I wish the new coordinator the best. The
topic today is ABS braking systems for motorcycles. Like all other options some people
like them others don’t you will have to see for
yourself. Happy reading and we will see you
around during the new year. Ride Safe to ride
again another day.
Howie & Nancy Koehl

Howard & Nancy Koehl
Motorcycle ABS: Why you should have it, and how it works
You’ll hear the term VicRoads mentioned here and the meaning
is VicRoads or the Roads Corporation of Victoria is a statutory
corporation which a road and traffic authority. It is responsible for maintenance and construction of the arterial road network, as well as driver licensing and vehicle registration authority in the state of Victoria, Australia. Motorcycles are, by
their nature, less stable than four wheeled vehicles. Braking
too hard can destabilize a motorcycle. This can lead to either
the front or rear wheel locking, which can cause the bike to
overturn or slide. Alternatively failure to brake hard enough
can result in a rider failing to avoid a crash. Anti-lock braking
(ABS) systems on motorcycles have a number of benefits that
address these common safety issues.

Benefits of Motorcycle ABS
A report was recently commissioned by the Commonwealth and
Victorian Governments - into the benefits of anti-lock braking systems (ABS) on on-road motorcycles. Released in September 2015,
gy is common in passenger cars sold in Australia, only around 20%
of ABS motorcycle sales, this technology has the potential to save
Europe is currently in the process of mandating ABS on new motorcycles from 1 January 2016 and in Sweden ABS motorcycles were
nearly 50% less likely to be involved in severe crashes. We strongly
recommend that motorcyclists should not buy a new motorcycle
without ABS. You can download a copy of this report from the
Monash University Accident Research Centre (External link).
How does an Anti-lock Braking System work on motorcycles?
An Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) works to prevent a motorcycle's
wheel, or wheels, from locking during braking. ABS uses speed sensors on both wheels to accurately determine wheel speed, as well
as sensors to determine when a wheel is about to lock. ABS adjusts
the braking pressure accordingly to prevent the wheel from locking,
and assists with maintaining the stability of the motorcycle. In many
circumstances ABS has been shown to reduce braking distance.
Motorcycles with ABS technology have been shown to be involved
in fewer crashes on the road. Most major motorcycle manufacturers
now offer motorcycles with ABS as either standard or optional
equipment. If you are planning to buy a motorcycle to ride on-road,
it is recommended that you buy one with ABS. However, ABS may
not be appropriate for off-road riding conditions. If you are planning
to use an ABS equipped motorcycle off-road, you can switch ABS
on and off as required.
We’ve created our Search Safe Bikes (External link) comparison
tool to help you make an informed decision when purchasing a motorcycle.

How does an anti-lock braking system (ABS) work in motorcycles?
ABS in motorcycles can help a rider to reduce speed or to stop his or
her motorcycle in an emergency situation. Speed sensors on the motorcycle's wheels monitor the speed of rotation, so the wheels do not
lock during braking. If the wheels are about to lock due to hard braking or slippery road conditions, the ABS hydraulic unit momentarily
reduces the brake pressure applied by the rider, so that the wheels
continue to rotate. This helps the rider to control the motorcycle and
slow down safely. Motorcycle ABS works by constantly measuring
wheel speed, however it only intervenes to adjust brake pressure if it
detects that a wheel is about to stop rotating. A rider shouldn’t notice this at all during normal, non-emergency braking but can be confident that in an emergency they can apply full brake force without
the wheels locking up. Please refer to the image below for (1) Hydraulic unit with attached control unit and (2) Wheel speed sensor.
What's the difference between ABS on motorcycles and ABS on
cars? While the basic principles of ABS, i.e. preventing wheel lock
up and skidding, is essentially the same for all vehicle types, braking
is much more complex for riders than drivers. Most motorcycles have
separate front and rear brake controls. The brake controls help to
balance the braking force applied to the front and rear wheels to ensure optimum braking. If a wheel locks up on a car, this may result in
the vehicle skidding. If a wheel locks up on a motorcycle, this can often result in a loss of balance, causing the motorcycle to fall. Motorcycle ABS helps to prevent wheel lock up and therefore can keep the
rider upright. The technology can help to reduce braking distance
and in the event of a crash, can reduce the impact of speed. Can an
experienced rider 'out brake' a motorcycle with ABS? Under controlled conditions, a professional rider may be able to ‘out brake’ a
motorcycle with ABS. The reality on roads is very different. The road
environment can be unpredictable, due to the interaction with other
road users, changing road surfaces and weather. All of these factors
can add to the complexity of an emergency braking situation.
Does the ABS technology take control away from the rider?
No, the ABS system will only operate if it detects a wheel is about to
lock. Under normal riding conditions you will not notice any difference.

Can I purchase motorcycle ABS separately and install it on my bike?
Yes, however VicRoads recommends purchasing a motorcycle with
ABS fitted at the point of manufacture. VicRoads is aware of aftermarket ABS systems for motorcycles, however the research showing
the benefits of ABS is based on motorcycles fitted with ABS from the
original manufacturer. This original equipment is fully developed and
rigorously tested by the motorcycle manufacturer as an integrated
part of the motorcycle.
Is ABS available on all motorcycles?
No, ABS is still only available in Australia as standard or optional
equipment on approximately 20% of new road based motorcycle
models.
Do I need additional training to ride a motorcycle with ABS?
No. A motorcycle with ABS will operate the same as motorcycle without ABS under normal conditions. Therefore, VicRoads does not require that riders have any specific training. However, some motorcycling experts believe it is an advantage if riders understand how
their motorcycle with ABS will operate during an emergency stop
and therefore do recommend training. The choice is up to you.
What research is available about the effectiveness of motorcycle
ABS?
Eric R. Teoh (2011): Effectiveness of Antilock Braking Systems in Reducing Motorcycle Fatal Crash Rates (External link), Traffic Injury
Prevention,12:2, 169-173.
Matteo Rizzi, Johan Strandroth & Claes Tingvall (2009): The Effectiveness of Antilock Brake Systems on Motorcycles in Reducing Real-Life Crashes and Injuries (External link), Traffic Injury Prevention,10:5, 479-487.

I purchased this bike from Max's in Peru in 2004. It had 1400
miles on it. I changed the oil and filter regularly. At 44,000
mile new brakes, brake and clutch hoses bled, hypoid oil
changed, and coolant. In February 2016 I received the notice
about the factory recall for brakes on most 1800s. So with
65,500 miles on it I took it to Westfield Motorsports in
March. They did the brake work and while it was there they
inspected the frame since that was an issue on 2000-2010
models. It was cracked and not repairable by weld. Honda
sent them a new frame and they installed it, total time four
months. We bought a 2012 Goldwing as soon as they told us
about the frame knowing it would take a while. I picked up
the 2003 in July of 2016. They did a great job and Honda
picked up the tab for the frame and installation. They also
bled the brakes, the air filter (K&N), and changed the hypoid
oil, which I paid for. I have put 350 miles on it since this work
has been done and it rides and handles like new. Asking
$8500.
David Riley rileydr4@gmail.com

Wreaths across America.org
Howie announced the
Wreath laying event at
The Soldiers and Sailors home
Here in Lafayette, In. on December 16
At noon the event begins in the soldiers home
After the speeches they go to the cemetery
to lay wreaths at all the graves.
All are invited to participate.
Please come and help the Gold Star mothers
With this event.
Thank you, Chapter K

For Sale 2007 Orange GL1800 HONDA GOLDWING with
Cycle Mate1000 trailer This bike has been well maintained
and garage kept 24,463 miles The bike is very clean ,the rims
shine like chrome Many extras, cb radio ,rear controls
,garmin zumo gps Bushtec receiver, 1-⅞ ball, front running
lights, Rear spoiler ,Extra strobe brake light , organizers for
Trunk and side boxes, lighter plug in front fairing pocket All
original parts saved when putting chrome on The pin stripping was done by Mountain Man in West Virginia 2 Nolan
n103 helmets XLG and MED with J&M Bluetooth The black
Cycle Mate trailer is like new only used twice $ 12,500 Please
contact Gary Kuchera 513- 367- 0762 or kc8ibb@juno.com
Harrison, Ohio

94 GL 1500 SE, 96K miles, dark blue, kept in heated garage,
excellent condition, heated grips, hitch, Progressive springs,
passenger arm rests, highway boards, faithfully maintained,
extra parts, Honda Shop Manual, $4500, Lafayette IN, Jim @
765/589-8661. j.smith4536@comcast.net

2006 Honda goldwing Lehman trike 1800 cc $18500 (Lafayette)
2006 Honda gold wing trike
condition: excellent
engine displacement (CC): 1800
fuel: gas
odometer: 33000
title status: clean
transmission: manual

I bought this new but am now too old to enjoy it as much.
33000 miles, like new tires & battery. many options, cb radio/intercom,
extra lights. helmets. a great bike. I have $39,000. invested. now less
than half price. call Jim to see 765/474/2355 Lafayette In

Birthdays
2 Melinda Faber
13 Sharon Teegarden
15 Ed Feldt
21 Jim Watson

25 John Marchall
27 Diana Marchall
30 Lynn Minniear

Anniversaries
24 Gary & Donna Kuchera

Ride to Eat
1st Tuesday of the
month 5-8pm
Culver’s 10% to Honor flight

15 MCL
22 Thanksgiving no-ride
29 MCL
December 2 Christmas Party

1996 Bushtec trailer
Approximately 3000 miles
Asking $1900.00
Contact: Dan Lueck
Ph. # 765-572-2236

To all members:
The format for the future newsletters will be a simple 1 or 2
page note. This will have scheduled rides, Dinner rides, gathering times, and quick news bits. This way you can ride more
and spend less time reading about it. We will have the new for-

